Chapter: 3314
NEVER LATE, NEVER AWAY

Sister Wang was still standing aside, waiting for Yang Ning’s answer. In
response, Yang Ning waved his hand in disinterest, his expression full
of guilt: “No, I’m sorry, I’m not in the mood to eat right now.”
As a visitor, Sister Wang could see the reluctance on Yang Ning’s face,
she sneered a few times and picked up her own things: “Okay, then I’ll
go first, Miss Yang, don’t be too sad, what’s more It’s good to go.”
“um. Thank you.”
Yang Ning didn’t take Sister Wang’s words to heart. For her, any
comfort is useless now.
Hearing the sound of the door closing, Yang Ning regained a little
peace in his heart. The night outside the window was charming. I
wonder if the same is true in Japan.
She curled her lips silently, got up and opened the door, planning to go
to Xiaodong to sleep for the night.
Knowing that Yang Ning was coming, Xiaodong didn’t refuse at all.
Instead, he was very happy. The two were tacit, and Xiaodong didn’t
ask what happened to her and An Tianxiang, but just curled up quietly
on the sofa to watch the latest issue of ” Let’s Run, Star”, which is the
episode in which Yang Ning was forced to be eliminated.
The program is playing to the place where Yang Ning was caught and
eliminated by Yang Yue when he was in an office.
Yang Ning looked at Yang Yue’s face on the TV and sneered with a
sneer in her heart.
She stopped reading it, opened Weibo with her mobile phone, and
started to read the comments of netizens. In order to create public
opinion for this issue, she let Qiwei warm up early.
[The new issue of “Let’s Run, Star” is really disgusting. In the first
issue, Yang Ning was eliminated until the end. In this issue, Yang Ning
was eliminated by Yang Yue for the first time. I thought it was Yang
Yue is very powerful, but what else did he do besides the yin and yang
strange idiots? This person is the woman Qi Wei said who was airborne
and wanted to write a script! 】
[Yang Yue is enough, you look at Chen Dong’s expression, you just
want to beat her to death, and she doesn’t care about her the whole
time, it seems that Qiwei’s revelations are true. 】
[Yang Yue, the leader of the new green tea bitch, although the two
sisters are not good, but if you have to distinguish between the high
and the low, the younger sister will definitely come out on top. 】
…
Yang Ning flipped through the overwhelming comments on Weibo and
felt very happy. She didn’t mind if others scolded her along with her.
After all, the protagonist who was scolded was Yang Yue.
It seems that netizens from seven years ago like this kind of casesolving gossip. Besides Yang Yue, Ouyang Yunyu is also on the hot
search.
At that time, in Qiwei’s revelations, the name was not mentioned, not
even a hint at all. It was all turned out. Yang Ning can be said to be
quite surprised.
She clicked on the hot search and took a look, and found that someone
took a photo of President Wang and Yang Qingfeng entering the hotel,
Ouyang Yunyu entered through the side door, and someone found his
blog and found that there are quite large-scale text on it Record.
Judging from those words, it seems that he still really loves President
Wang.
However, judging from Mr. Wang’s posture, he is only for men and
women, and he is more inclined to women emotionally. Ouyang Yunyu
is destined to be the one to be toyed with.
“Yang Ning, what are you looking at?”
Xiaodong, who had been watching TV, suddenly saw Yang Ning
playing on his mobile phone, and couldn’t help but put his face close,
but Yang Ning turned off the screen at this time.
“I didn’t watch anything, it’s you, I want to ask how the variety show
“Love in Progress” I mentioned earlier is?”
Speaking of this, Xiaodong scratched his head and hurriedly brought
the contract over: “Well, I’ve already gone to negotiate, but it took
some effort. The other party still cares about Yang Qingfeng’s
scandal.”
After turning over a few pages of the contract, Yang Ning smiled, with
some playfulness hidden in his eyebrows, and raised the mobile phone
in his hand: “Now his scandal has almost disappeared, and then we just
need to consolidate the audience on this show. There is no problem
with recognition.”
Xiaodong looked at Yang Ning’s confident look, but he was not
worried about Yang Qingfeng, but felt a little worried about Yang Ning
himself: “Yang Ning, shouldn’t you be more worried about your own
problems, if President An knew about it? Now, will you be furious?”

